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My pops and I planned on fishing a local small stream after all the rain this past week, but after getting a
message from Sal that he was headed to that very stream more than an hour before we left, and was probably
already there fishing it, we decided to change up our plans.
A friend suggested going to the Quitty, "in the park". I only fished the Quitty once before, in Feb. w/ Swattie. It
was high, fast and cold that day, and it was a different stretch than the park, so I thought what the heck?
We got there, water looked good. A little stained, good flow. Ran into WGMiller and Nick (I forget your screen
name here) as they were walking back up to their car. Geo said the stream seemed "off", but it was still cool at
68 degrees.
We walked down stream a bit and fished our way upstream to the foot bridge. Fished a white wulff with a small
PT dropped. I managed one stocked brownie, about 16", and a stocker brookie around 13". Both of them came
out of the same hole. Apart from that hole, we saw no other action. Dad picked up a sunny at the bottom of a
run. That was it.
I should have taken a temp too (not that I don't trust Geo!), but the brownie I caught needed a little bit of
coaching to get on his way, and he did not fight the way I expect a 16" brownie to fight. He definitely seemed
stressed.
I'll probably fish this stream again, as it's pretty close to me, but not until the temps start dropping.

